Are you a student or recent graduate in Management, Economics, Mathematics, Chemistry or Physics?

Apply to BROADVIEW HOLDING ITP Presentation!

The Company presentation will be followed by the introduction of its structured recruitment process

Broadview Holding meets graduates and graduating students to present his international trainee program (ITP). The presentation will be held by Elsje Ouwehand (BVH Capabilities Director) and Laura Pessina (HR Director Arpa Industriale).

**18 months job opportunity**

- Two or three key strategic commercial projects at companies of the Group and, at least, one assignment abroad
- Fixed term contract that could be transformed into a permanent contract at the end of the ITP Program

This is an excellent chance for graduates/candidates planning to graduate to kick-start their career with an 18 months contract by working on projects that requires strong analytical approach, across various business and European countries.

Starting with ITP program various resources from University of Torino have been hired by Broadview Holding or by one of the companies of the Group and are now involved ongoing in Business Intelligence and Business Analysis Projects.

Participating this event you will receive relevant information about BVH, the ITP program and the related selection process.

Don’t miss this important opportunity to start your career with a great plus in term of international and professional experience

**APPLICATION TO THE EVENT:** Apply directly by this link: https://goo.gl/forms/PSLpGGXEiV8zoRme2

**APPLICATION DEADLINE:** 12.00 a.m. – November 27th, 2017

The main language of the presentation is English.